FLUTTER UK & IRELAND LAUNCHES POLICY TO ENHANCE PROTECTIONS FOR UNDER 25s
•
•

Flutter is introducing a new spending backstop of £500 per month for all customers
under the age of 25 as part of its risk-based “Triple Step” approach to affordability
Latest step builds on a strong track record of protecting younger customers on its
platforms

LONDON, September 06, 2021: Flutter UK & Ireland, part of Flutter Entertainment, is today
launching a new policy designed to further enhance protections for younger customers and
encourage sensible spending across its platforms. The measure will include the introduction of a
£500 per month net deposit limit for all customers under the age of 25 years.

The new policy will be automatically implemented for all customers under the age of 25 across
Paddy Power, Betfair and Sky Betting & Gaming in the UK and in Ireland, preventing any
customer in this age group from spending beyond that limit. For the small number of customers
who can demonstrate income to sustain an increased level of spend, they will need to go
through a detailed process before an alternative limit is set. The deposit backstop is part of
Flutter’s Affordability Triple Step, a risk-based framework which uses real-time data to monitor
player activity and behaviours to ensure that gambling remains safe and enjoyable for
customers.
The policy is based on a recognition that early adulthood is characterised by a range of
significant life changes, such as moving away from the family home and gaining financial
independence. It’s recognised across industries including finance and car insurance that
younger customers overall have a higher risk profile, and our own research supports this.

Polling of regular gamblers, commissioned by Flutter, has shown that there is widespread
support across all age groups for additional measures to protect and support younger people,
with 77% of regular gamblers approving overall. Support for additional measures amongst 1824 year-olds polled at 78%.

This policy supports wider steps the industry has already taken over the past twelve months to
enhance protections for younger customers. This includes using Adtech to avoid targeting under
25s in ‘paid for’ social media channels, using specific age markers on data models, developing
bespoke thresholds based on age and introducing a requirement that gambling ads appearing
on search engines must make it clear that they are for those aged 18 and over.

Conor Grant, CEO of Flutter UK&I said: “We are continuously looking at ways we can enhance
protections for our customers, particularly those who are young or may be vulnerable. People
under the age of 25 are likely to be experiencing a number of significant life changes, such as
gaining independence for the first time and learning how to manage their finances. We want
anyone who decides to gamble when they come of age to get in the habit of setting sensible
spending limits and this measure is the latest we are introducing to help make this happen.

“We will be sharing our thinking and data with the Government and hope this new measure helps
in terms of providing further ideas, evidence and potential solutions as it continues its review of the
gambling legislation. The review provides a once in a generation opportunity to bring gambling
rules into the digital age, and while we believe that the changes it will bring are critical, we won’t
wait to implement ground-breaking policies that will make a difference for our customers.”
For further information, please contact: communications@flutter.com

About Flutter Entertainment plc:
Flutter Entertainment plc (the “Group”) is a global sports-betting and gaming company reporting as four
divisions:

UK & Ireland: includes Sky Betting and Gaming, Paddy Power and Betfair brands offering a diverse range
of sportsbook, exchange and gaming services across the UK and Ireland, along with over 600 Paddy Power
betting shops in the UK and Ireland.
Australia: the Sportsbet brand offers online sport betting and is the Australian market leader.

International: includes PokerStars, Adjarabet, Betfair and Junglee operating in multiple jurisdictions
around the world offering a diverse range of sportsbook, exchange and gaming services.
US: includes FanDuel, TVG, Stardust, FOX Bet and PokerStars brands, offering regulated real money and
free-to play sports betting, online gaming, daily fantasy sports and online racing wagering products to
customers across various states in the US.

